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(54) VALVE ASSEMBLY AND SYSTEM INCLUDING SAME FOR CONTROLLING FLUID FLOW TO 
AND FROM A CLUTCH

(57) A system (20) for controlling fluid flow to and
from a clutch (16) includes a motor (24), a pump (22),
and a valve assembly (26). The valve assembly includes
a housing (28) defining an interior (38). The housing de-
fines a first orifice (40) operably coupled to the pump and
a second orifice (42) operably coupled to the clutch. The
valve assembly also includes a piston (54) operably cou-
pled to the motor and disposed within the interior of said
housing. The piston is movable between a first position

for allowing the fluid flow between the first orifice and the
second orifice, a second position for obstructing the fluid
flow between the first orifice and the second orifice, and
a third position for limiting the fluid flow between the first
orifice and the second orifice. The valve assembly addi-
tionally includes a biasing member (53) coupled to the
piston. The biasing member biases the piston toward the
first position.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The subject invention generally relates to a sys-
tem including a valve assembly for controlling fluid flow
to and from a clutch.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventional vehicle powertrain systems
known in the art typically include an engine in rotational
communication with a transmission. The engine gener-
ates rotational torque which is selectively translated to
the transmission which, in turn, translates rotational
torque to one or more wheels of a vehicle. Typical trans-
missions are shifted in discrete steps between a high-
torque, low-speed mode for starting the engine and a
high-speed, low-torque mode for vehicle operation at
highway speeds. In a manual transmission, shifting is
accomplished by the manual controlled engagement of
gear sets. In an automatic transmission, shifting is ac-
complished by the automatic controlled engagement of
friction elements.
[0003] Generally, in transmissions, clutches are used
to engage and disengage various components of the
transmission. In manual transmissions, the clutch selec-
tively transmits rotational movement from a crankshaft
of the engine to the manual transmission. In automatic
transmissions, the clutch may be used in a torque con-
verter or other components to control automatic shifting
of gears.
[0004] Systems have been used to control fluid flow to
and from the clutch. Typically, the system includes a mo-
tor, a pump for actuating the fluid flow to and from the
clutch, and a valve assembly for regulating fluid flow to
and from the clutch. The valve assembly has a housing
defining an interior. Traditionally, the housing defines a
first orifice operably coupled to the pump and a second
orifice operably coupled to the clutch. The valve assem-
bly also includes a piston disposed within the interior of
the housing. However, traditional systems only have a
piston moveable between a first position for obstructing
fluid flow from the pump to the clutch, and a second po-
sition for allowing fluid flow from the pump to the clutch.
In such traditional systems, the piston of the valve as-
sembly only accounts for obstructing fluid flow from the
pump to the clutch, and for allowing fluid flow from the
pump to the clutch. Such traditional systems may cause
an overshoot or undershoot of a pressure within the
clutch. As such, there remains a need to provide for an
improved valve assembly and system for controlling fluid
flow to and from the clutch.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION AND ADVANTAGES

[0005] A system for controlling fluid flow to and from a
clutch includes a motor, a pump configured to actuate
the fluid flow to and from the clutch, and a valve assembly
operably coupled to the motor and to the pump. The valve
assembly includes a housing defining an interior. The
housing defines a first orifice operably coupled to the
pump and a second orifice operably coupled to the clutch.
The valve assembly also includes a piston operably cou-
pled to the motor and disposed within the interior of said
housing. The piston is movable between a first position
for allowing the fluid flow between the first orifice and the
second orifice, a second position for obstructing the fluid
flow between the first orifice and the second orifice, and
a third position for limiting the fluid flow between the first
orifice and the second orifice. The valve assembly addi-
tionally includes a biasing member coupled to the piston.
The biasing member biases the piston toward the first
position.
[0006] One embodiment is directed toward a method
for controlling fluid flow to and from a clutch. The method
includes the step of biasing a piston disposed within a
housing towards a first position to allow the fluid flow
between a first orifice and a second orifice, with the first
orifice and said second orifice being defined in the hous-
ing. The method also includes the step of energizing a
motor when a pressure proximate the first orifice is equal
to a pressure proximate the second orifice, with the en-
ergized motor pushing the piston away from the motor
and into a second position for obstructing the fluid flow
between the first orifice and the second orifice. The meth-
od additionally includes the step of moving the piston into
a third position for limiting the fluid flow between the first
orifice and the second orifice by reducing power to the
energized motor when the pressure proximate the sec-
ond orifice exceeds a predetermined threshold pressure.
[0007] Accordingly, the piston is moveable into a third
position for limiting the fluid flow between the first orifice
and the second orifice. The piston being moveable into
the third position for limiting the fluid flow between the
first orifice and the second orifice helps prevent over-
shooting or undershooting of a pressure of the clutch.
Furthermore, the method for controlling the fluid flow to
and from a clutch allows the piston to limit the fluid flow
between the first orifice and the second orifice, which
also helps prevent overshooting or undershooting of a
pressure of the clutch.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] Other advantages of the present invention will
be readily appreciated, as the same becomes better un-
derstood by reference to the following detailed descrip-
tion when considered in connection with the accompa-
nying drawings wherein:

FIG. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a valve
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assembly having a piston in a first position;
FIG. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the
valve assembly having the piston in a second posi-
tion;
FIG. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the
valve assembly having the piston in a third position;
FIG. 4 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the
valve assembly having the piston returned to the first
position; and
FIG. 5 is a schematic view of a vehicle including a
transmission, an engine, a clutch, a valve body, and
a pump.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0009] With reference to the Figures, wherein like nu-
merals indicate like parts throughout the several views,
a vehicle 10 including a transmission 12 is shown in Fig-
ure 5. The vehicle 10 also includes an engine 14 for pro-
viding rotational motion to be transferred to the transmis-
sion 12. In one embodiment, the transmission 12 is an
automatic transmission. In another embodiment, the
transmission 12 is a manual transmission. It is to be ap-
preciated that the vehicle 10 may be a car or a truck, and
that the vehicle 10 may have the automatic transmission
or the manual transmission. The transmission 12 in-
cludes at least one clutch 16 for transmitting rotational
motion to the transmission 12. For ease of reading
throughout the specification, the at least one clutch 16
will be referred to as the clutch 16. It is to be appreciated
that the transmission 12 may include more than one
clutch 16.
[0010] The vehicle 10 includes a valve body 18 defining
a hydraulic circuit. The hydraulic circuit helps direct the
flow of fluid to the transmission 12 and, specifically, to
the clutch 16. The hydraulic circuit may also help direct
the flow of fluid to other components of the transmission
12, such as torque converters and servo bands.
[0011] The vehicle 10 also includes a system 20, as
shown in Figures 1-4, for controlling fluid flow to and from
the clutch 16. The system 20 includes a pump 22 coupled
to the valve body 18. The pump 22 is configured to ac-
tuate the fluid flow from the hydraulic circuit to the clutch
16. One having ordinary skill in the art will appreciated
that the pump 22 may be any suitable pump for actuating
the fluid flow from the hydraulic circuit to the clutch 16,
such as a centrifugal pump or a positive displacement
pump. The system 20 also includes a motor 24. Typically
the motor 24 is a magnetic motor, however it is contem-
plated that the motor 24 may be any type of motor as
known by one of ordinary skill in the art. The use of the
motor24 is described in further detail below.
[0012] The system20 additionally includes a valve as-
sembly 26 operably coupled to the motor 24 and to the
pump 22, as best shown in Figures 1-4. The valve as-
sembly 26 may be disposed within the valve body 18 or
in other locations such as the hydraulic circuit or locations
as known by one of ordinary skill in the art. The valve

assembly 26 helps to regulate the flow of fluid to the trans-
mission 12. Specifically, the valve assembly 26 regulates
the amount of fluid flowing from the pump 22 to the clutch
16 or other components of the transmission 12.
[0013] In one embodiment, the valve assembly 26 is
used in a manual transmission. In manual transmissions,
the clutch 16 is actuated by a driver pushing down on a
pedal, with the pedal and the clutch 16 being mechani-
cally coupled to one another. In such embodiments, the
valve assembly 26 regulates fluid flow to the clutch 16 of
the manual transmission, as described in further detail
below.
[0014] In standard manual transmissions, having the
clutch 16 mechanically coupled to the pedal controlled
by the driver causes problems. For example, having the
clutch 16 mechanically coupled to the pedal can become
tedious to the driver in many stop-and-go settings. Addi-
tionally, having the clutch 16 mechanically coupled to the
pedal can cause stalling of the engine 14 due to errors
in shifting by the driver or sudden braking, etc. Recently,
vehicles have been using clutches for manual transmis-
sions referred to as a clutch-by-wire system, which has
the clutch 16 electrically coupled to the pedal, rather than
mechanically coupled to the pedal. In clutch-by-wire sys-
tems, the clutch 16 is electronically controlled to account
for various situations, such as to prevent stalling from
sudden braking, and to assist the driver in tedious situ-
ations such as stop-and-go traffic. Typically, the vehicle
10 includes a sensor for sensing the engine rotation, gear
selection, and fluid flow, such that the pump 22 and valve
assembly 26 provide the appropriate amount of fluid flow
to the clutch 16.
[0015] In such clutch-by-wire systems, the valve as-
sembly 26 controls the flow of fluid between the pump
22 and the clutch 16 depending on various conditions,
as mentioned above, such as engine rotation, gear se-
lection, and fluid flow. Operation of the valve assembly
26 in relation to the clutch-by-wire system is described
in further detail below.
[0016] As illustrated in the Figures, the valve assembly
26 includes a housing 28. The housing 28 is generally
comprised of a metal material, typically steel or a steel
alloy, but it is contemplated that the housing 28 may be
comprised of any other metal material, a plastic, or an-
other material as desired by one of ordinary skill in the
art. As illustrated in the embodiment shown in Figures
1-4, the housing 28includes a side wall 30 and an end
wall 32. Additionally, the housing 28may have first portion
34 and a second portion 36. It is contemplated that the
first portion 34 and the second portion 36may be formed
as a single piece such that there are no gaps or seams
between the first portion 34 and the second portion 36.
The first portion 34 has a generally rectangular cross-
section such that the end wall 32 is disposed perpendic-
ular to the side wall 30. As illustrated in the embodiment
shown in Figures 1-4, the second portion 36 may be gen-
erally cone-shaped. In other words, the side wall 30 ta-
pers inwards towards itself at the second portion 36. As
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such, a width of the second portion 36 of the housing 28
may be less than a width of the first portion 34 of the
housing 28. Moreover, the housing 28 defines an interior
38. As illustrated in the embodiment shown in Figures
1-4, the interior 38 is defined by the side wall 30 and the
end wall 32.
[0017] Additionally, at least a first orifice 40 and a sec-
ond orifice 42 are defined in the housing 28. The first
orifice 40 and the second orifice 42 are disposed com-
pletely through the housing 28 such that fluid may flow
from outside the housing 28 to the interior 38 of the hous-
ing 28 and vice versa. The first orifice 40 and the second
orifice 42 are fluidly coupled such that fluid may flow back
and forth between the first orifice 40 and the second or-
ifice 42. As illustrated in the embodiment shown in Fig-
ures 1-4, the first orifice 40 may be defined in the second
portion 36 of the housing 28 such that the tapered portion
of the side wall 30 ends at a distance spaced apart from
itself defining the first orifice 40. It is also contemplated
that the first orifice 40 may be disposed at another loca-
tion in the housing 28 including, but not limited to, defined
in the side wall 30 in either the first portion 34 or the
second portion 36 of the housing 28. As additionally il-
lustrated in the embodiment shown in Figures 1-4, the
second orifice 42 may be defined in the side wall 30 in
the first portion 34 of the housing 28. It is also contem-
plated that the second orifice 42 may be disposed at an-
other location in the housing 28 including but not limited
to defined in the side wall 30 in the second portion 36 of
the housing 28 or in the first portion 34of the housing 28.
[0018] It is contemplated that the first orifice 40 may
be operably or fluidly coupled to the pump 22 such that
the pump 22 may influence a fluid pressure proximate
the first orifice 40. Additionally, a fluid pressure in the
pump 22 may be equal to the pressure proximate the first
orifice 40 or may be different from the pressure proximate
the first orifice 40 due to distance of the pump 22 from
the first orifice 40 or various other factors. Moreover, it
is contemplated that the second orifice 42 may be oper-
ably or fluidly coupled to the clutch 16 such that the clutch
16 may influence a fluid pressure proximate the second
orifice 42. Additionally, a pressure in the clutch 16 may
be equal to the pressure proximate the second orifice 42
or may be somewhat different from the pressure proxi-
mate the second orifice 42 due to distance of the clutch
16 from the second orifice 42 or various other factors.
[0019] It is also contemplated that a third orifice 44 may
be defined in the housing 28. The third orifice 44may be
fluidly coupled to at least one of the second orifice 42
and the first orifice 40. As illustrated in the embodiment
shown in Figures 1-4, the third orifice 44 may be disposed
adjacent to the second orifice 42 and defined in the side
wall 30 in the first portion 34 of the housing 28. Moreover,
the third orifice 44 may be proximate the end wall 32. It
is also contemplated that the third orifice 44 may be de-
fined in the housing 28 at any other location including but
not limited to defined in the side wall 30 in the second
portion 36 of the housing 28, or defined in the end wall

32 of the housing 28.
[0020] As illustrated in the embodiment shown in Fig-
ures 1-4, the third orifice 44 may also be operably or
fluidly coupled to the clutch 16 such that the clutch 16
may influence a fluid pressure proximate the third orifice
44. Additionally, the pressure in the clutch 16 may be
equal to the fluid pressure proximate the third orifice 44
or may be somewhat different from the fluid pressure
proximate the third orifice 44 due to distance of the clutch
16 from the third orifice 44 or various other factors. More-
over, it is contemplated that the fluid pressure proximate
the second orifice 42 and the pressure proximate the
third orifice 44 may be identical or similar.
[0021] Referring still to the embodiment illustrated in
Figures 1-4, a fourth orifice 46 may additionally be de-
fined in the housing 28. The motor 24 may also include
a motor pin 48. The fourth orifice 46 may be defined by
the end wall 32 and configured to allow the motor pin 48
of the motor 24 to engage the interior 38 of the housing
28. As illustrated in the embodiment shown, the fourth
orifice 46 may be centrally located along the end wall 32.
However, it is contemplated that the fourth orifice 46 may
be disposed in any portion of the end wall 32 including
but not limited to proximate the side wall 30.Moreover, it
is additionally contemplated that the fourth orifice 46 may
be disposed in any portion of the housing 28 and config-
ured to allow the motor pin 48 to engage the interior 38
of the housing 28 including but not limited to defined in
side wall 30 on the first 34 or second portions 36 of the
housing 28.Alternatively, it is contemplated that the motor
24 or motor pin 48 may be operably coupled to the valve
assembly 26 without being disposed through the fourth
orifice 46. In this case, there would not be a fourth orifice
46 disposed in the end wall 32 and the end wall 32 would
be continuous about the circumference of the side wall
30.It is to be appreciated that the motor 24 may be any
motor for actuating a piston 54 within the interior 38 of
the housing 28. In some embodiments, the motor 24 may
include a coil disposed about or disposed within the hous-
ing 28 for providing a magnetic field upon energization
of the coil for moving the piston 54.
[0022] The housing 28 may also define a protrusion or
detent 50, as illustrated in the embodiment shown in Fig-
ures 1-4. It is additionally contemplated that the housing
28may define a plurality of detents. The detent 50 may
extend from the sidewall into the interior 38 of the housing
28. More specifically, the detent 50 extends from the ta-
pered portion of the side wall 30of the second portion 36
of the housing 28into the interior 38 of the housing 28.
In the embodiment illustrated in Figures 1-4, the detent
50 is triangularly shaped such that the detent 50 has a
generally flat wall 52 which extends generally perpendic-
ular from the side wall 30. The flat wall 52 is configured
to act as a shelf-like member and, when present, the flat
wall 52 may be engaged a biasing member 53, as de-
scribed in further detail below. It is also contemplated
that the detent 50 may be of any shape as desired by
one of ordinary skill in the art in order to engage the bi-
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asing member 53.
[0023] As illustrated in Figures 1-4, the piston 54 is
disposed within the interior 38 of the housing 28. Addi-
tionally, the piston 54 is operably coupled to the motor
24. The piston 54 may be comprised of a metal material
such as steel or a steel alloy, or may be comprised of
another material as known by one of ordinary skill in the
art including but not limited to aluminum or an aluminum
alloy. As illustrated in the embodiment shown in Figures
1-4, the piston 54may be a poppet. More specifically, the
piston 54 includes a first segment56 which has a gener-
ally rectangular cross-section. Additionally or alternative-
ly, in one or more positions of the piston 54, the first seg-
ment 56 may be of the size and shape to be seated within
the first portion 34 of the housing 28. In other words, in
one or more positions of the piston 54, the first segment
56 may engage one or all of the side wall 30 or the end
wall 32. The piston 54may also include a second segment
58 having a finger-like shape. More specifically, the sec-
ond segment 58 may have a first end 60 extending from
the first segment 56 and a second end 62, opposite the
first end 60,which is curved. The first end 60 and the
second end 60 of the second segment 58may be con-
nected by parallel walls extending from the first end 60
to the curved end. Additionally or alternatively, when the
second end 60 is curved, the second end 60may be sized
and shaped in order to engage an interior surface 64 of
the tapered sections of the side wall 30 of the second
portion 36 of the housing 28 in one or more positions of
the piston 54. Additionally, it is contemplated that a width
of the first segment 56 is greater than a width of the sec-
ond segment 58. Moreover, the second segment 58 may
extend from the first segment 56 at a central location of
the rectangular cross section such that shelf-like indents
66 are exposed on either side of the rectangular cross
section of the first segment 56. It is contemplated that
the first segment 56 and the second segment 58are sim-
ply portions of a single-pieced piston 54 such that there
are no gaps or seams between the first segment 56 and
the second segment 58.
[0024] The valve assembly 26 also includes the biasing
member 53 coupled to the piston 54, as illustrated in the
embodiment of Figures 1-4. Moreover, it is contemplated
that the valve assembly 26 may include multiple biasing
members. The biasing member 53 is typically a spring
but may be any other biasing member 53 as known by
one of ordinary skill in the art. Moreover, the spring may
be a compression spring, an extension spring, a torsion
spring, or any other spring as known by one of ordinary
skill in the art. The biasing member 53 may be comprised
of any material as known by one of ordinary skill in the
art including but not limited to steel, a steel alloy, alumi-
num, an aluminum alloy, or a plastic material.
[0025] As illustrated in the embodiment shown in Fig-
ures 1-4, the biasing member 53 may be operably cou-
pled to the piston 54 and is configured to bias the piston
54 in a direction within the housing 28. Additionally, the
biasing member 53 may be disposed between the hous-

ing 28 and the piston 54. More specifically, the biasing
member 53 may be disposed between the detent 50of
the housing 28 and the indent 66 of the first segment 56
of the piston 54. It is contemplated that the biasing mem-
ber 53 may directly engage one or both of the detent 50
and the indent 66 as illustrated in the Figures, or may be
operably coupled to one or both of the detent 50 and the
indent 66. As shown in the embodiment illustrated in Fig-
ures 1-4, the biasing member 53 may be coupled to the
indent 66 extending from the side wall 30 and extend
proximate the side wall 30 to be coupled on an opposite
end with the indent 66 of the piston 54. Alternatively, the
biasing member 53 may be disposed in any orientation
to be coupled between the housing 28 and the piston 54.
[0026] As illustrated in Figures 1-4, the piston 54 is
moveable within the housing 28 between various posi-
tions. In the embodiment illustrated in the Figures, the
piston 54 is movable between at least a first position, a
second position, and a third position. The piston 54 may
be operable coupled to and actuated by the motor 24.
Moreover, the piston 54 may be moved or held in one or
more of the first position, the second position, or the third
position by the motor 24 and/or the biasing member 53.
[0027] As illustrated in the embodiment shown in Fig-
ure 1, the biasing member 53 biases the piston 54 in the
first position. Moreover, in the first position the first seg-
ment 56of the piston 54is seated against the end wall 32
of the housing 28. In other words, the piston 54 is fixed
in the first position. As such, when the piston 54 is in the
first position, the third orifice 44 is effectively sealed off
such that there is no fluid flow in or out of the third orifice
44. When the piston 54 is in the first position, the first
orifice 40 is open and the second orifice 42 is open al-
lowing fluid flow between the first orifice 40 and the sec-
ond orifice 42. In other words, when the piston 54 is in
the first position, the piston 54 is positioned towards the
end wall 32 such that the piston 54 is away from the first
orifice 40 and the second orifice 42 to allow maximum
fluid flow between the first orifice 40 and the second or-
ifice 42, in either direction. When the piston 54 is in the
first position, the pump 22 and the clutch 16 are able to
freely exchange fluid flow to either increase the fluid pres-
sure within the clutch 16 or to decrease the fluid pressure
within the clutch 16. As shown in Figure 1, the fluid flows
from the pump 22, through the first orifice 40, through
the interior 38 of the housing 28, through the second or-
ifice 42, and into the clutch 16. The valve assembly 26
allows the fluid flow from the pump 22 to the clutch 16
when the clutch 16 needs a higher fluid pressure. As
shown in Figure 4, the fluid flows from the clutch 16,
through the second orifice 42, through the interior 38 of
the housing 28, through the first orifice 40, and into the
pump 22. The valve assembly 26 allows the fluid to flow
from the clutch 16 to the pump 22 when the clutch 16
needs to decrease the fluid pressure.
[0028] As illustrated in Figure 2, the piston 54 is move-
able to the second position. In the second position, the
biasing member 53is compressed and the piston 54 is
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moved towards the first orifice 40 defined in the second
portion 36 of the housing 28. As such, the piston 54 is
fixed within the second position. Moreover, when the pis-
ton 54 is in the second position, the first segment 56 of
the piston 54 is disposed over the second orifice 42. As
such, the second orifice 42 is effectively closed off when
the piston 54 is in the second position such that no fluid
flow occurs in or out of the second orifice 42. Additionally,
when the piston 54 is in second position, the second seg-
ment 58 of the piston 54 is in contact with the interior
surface 64of the tapered side wall 30. More specifically,
the curved portions on either side of a center line of the
piston 54 come into contact with the interior surface 64of
the tapered portions of the side wall 30 thereby estab-
lishing a ball-to-cone type of engagement. This ball-to-
cone type engagement has the advantage of effectively
sealing off the first orifice 40 such that no fluid flow occurs
in or out of the first orifice 40. The ball-to-cone engage-
ment orientation of the piston 54 and the second portion
36 of the housing 28 ensures no fluid leaks from the sec-
ond orifice 42to the first orifice 40and effectively seals
the pump 22 from providing fluid flow to and from the
clutch 16. Although other shapes and orientations be-
tween the housing 28 and the piston 54 have been con-
templated, the ball to cone arrangement provides supe-
rior sealing to known methods such as having a com-
pletely linear housing 28 and/or having a rectangular
cross section of the piston 54. When the piston 54 is in
the second position, fluid is obstructed from flowing from
the second orifice 42 to the first orifice 40, and, in turn,
from the clutch 16 to the pump 22 or from the pump 22
to the clutch 16. Additionally, when the piston 54 is in the
second position, the fluid pressure in first orifice 40 may
be lowered while the piston 54 is keeping the fluid pres-
sure in the second orifice 42.
[0029] When the piston 54 is in the third position, as
illustrated in Figure 3, the piston 54 is disposed away
from both the first orifice 40 and the end wall 32 of the
housing 28. As such, the location of the piston 54 in the
third position is between the location of the piston 54 in
the first position and the location of the piston 54 in the
second position. In the third position, the piston 54 is
disposed away from the first orifice 40 such that the fluid
flow may occur through the first orifice 40. Moreover, the
piston 54 is disposed away from the third orifice 44 such
that fluid may flow into and out of the first orifice 40. Ad-
ditionally, the piston 54 is disposed at least partially over
the second orifice 42which allows the fluid flow to be me-
tered, or limited, between the first orifice 40 and the sec-
ond orifice 42. In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 3,
the piston 54 is disposed over the second orifice 42 al-
lowing very minimal or controlled fluid flow to and from
the second orifice 42. However, it is also contemplated
that the piston 54 may be only partially disposed over the
second orifice 42 allowing slightly more fluid flow but less
than the maximum fluid flow which as may occur when
the piston 54 is in the first position.
[0030] Having the valve assembly 26 including the pis-

ton 54 moveable between the first, second, and third po-
sitions helps with controlling the clutch 16. In standard
valve assemblies, the piston 54 is only moveable be-
tween the first position and the second position. In this
instance, there is no third (or intermediate) position in
which the piston 54 of the valve assembly 26 can accu-
rately control or meter fluid flow between the pump 22
and the clutch 16. As such, the driver may feel an over-
shoot or undershoot of fluid pressure within the clutch 16.
[0031] In a clutch-by-wire system, as described above,
the clutch 16 is electronically controlled to account for
various situations, such as preventing stalling from sud-
den braking, and to assist the driver in tedious situations
such as stop-and-go traffic. As also mentioned above,
the vehicle 10 includes the sensor for sensing the engine
rotation, gear selection, and fluid flow, such that the pump
22 and valve assembly 26 provide the appropriate
amount of fluid flow to the clutch 16. In such clutch-by-
wire systems, the valve assembly 26 controls the flow of
fluid between the pump 22 and the clutch 16 depending
on various conditions, as mentioned above, such as en-
gine rotation, gear selection, and fluid flow. Previous
valve assemblies only having the piston 54 moveable
and fixed in the first and second positions are unable to
account for a controlled fluid flow between the pump 22
and the clutch 16. As such, piston 54 being moveable
into and fixed in the third position allows the valve as-
sembly 26 to limit/meter the fluid flow between the first
orifice 40 and the second orifice 42, and, in turn, between
the pump 22 and the clutch 16. The piston 54 being move-
able into the third position for limiting/metering the fluid
flow between the first orifice 40 and the second orifice
42, and, in turn, the clutch 16 and the pump 22, helps
prevent overshooting or undershooting of the fluid pres-
sure in the clutch 16. This helps alleviate any inconven-
ience of feel with the clutch 16 or other undesirable effects
from undershooting or overshooting the fluid pressure in
the clutch 16.
[0032] As mentioned above, the valve assembly 26
may be used in traditional manual transmissions or au-
tomatic transmissions for limiting, controlling, and/or me-
tering fluid flow between various components of the
transmission by having the piston 54 moveable or fixed
in the third position.
[0033] Since the piston 54 is moveable between the
first, second, and third positions, the valve assembly 26
is able to account for five different modes of operation.
The first mode is allowing fluid to flow freely from the first
orifice 40 to the second orifice 42 when the piston 54 is
in the first position, as shown in Figure 1. In the first mode,
the fluid pressure in the pump 22 is greater than the fluid
pressure in the clutch 16. The second mode is obstructing
fluid flow from the first orifice 40 to the second orifice 42
when the piston 54 is in the second position, as shown
in Figure 2. In the second mode, the fluid pressure in the
pump 22 is equal to the fluid pressure in the clutch 16.
The third mode is also obstructing fluid from flowing be-
tween the first orifice 40 and the second orifice 42, as
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also shown in Figure 2. In the third mode, the fluid pres-
sure in the pump 22 approaches 1 bar as the fluid pres-
sure in the clutch 16 is greater than or equal to the max-
imum operating pressure. The fourth mode allows fluid
to flow freely from the second orifice 42 to the first orifice
40 when the piston 54 is in the first position, as shown in
Figure 4. In the fourth mode, the fluid pressure in the
clutch 16 is greater than the fluid pressure in the pump
22. As such, when the fluid flows from the clutch 16 and
the second orifice 42 to the pump 22 and the first orifice
40, the fluid pressure in the clutch 16 goes from the max-
imum operating temperature to approaching 1 bar and
the fluid pressure in the pump 22increases. The fifth
mode is similar to the fourth mode, except in the fifth
mode the piston 54 is in the third position to limit/meter
the fluid flow from the clutch 16 to the pump 22, as shown
in Figure 3. This allows for a safety function with the motor
24 being partially on. The 1 bar designation above is the
pressure associated with the system illustrated in the em-
bodiment shown in Figures 1-4, however, it is contem-
plated that other systems may operate at various pres-
sures.
[0034] The illustrated positions throughout the Figures
are exemplary only such that various other positions of
the piston 54 and orientations have been contemplated
for allowing various amounts of fluid flow between the
various orifices.
[0035] In operation, as illustrated in Figure 1, the piston
54 is biased by the biasing member 53 into the first po-
sition while the motor 24 turned off. When the pump 22
is activated, the pressure proximate the first orifice 40 is
greater than the pressure proximate the second orifice
42 which allows the fluid to flow through the interior 38
of the housing 28 from the first orifice 40 to the second
orifice 42. Once the pressure proximate the first orifice
40 is equal to the pressure proximate the second orifice
42, the motor 24may be activated, or turned on, and the
pump 22may be turned off. The motor 24 then moves
the piston 54 to the second position which effectively
seals off the first orifice 40 and the second orifice 42, as
illustrated in Figure 2. Therefore, there is no fluid flow
through the interior 38 of the housing 28 when the piston
54 is in the second position. While the piston 54 is in the
second position, the fluid pressure proximate the first or-
ifice 40 is allowed to approach 1 bar since the pump 22
is turned off. Alternatively, the pump 22 may remain on
and the pump 22 may help reduce the fluid pressure prox-
imate the first orifice 40 approach 1 bar. Meanwhile, the
clutch 16 is operating and increasing the pressure prox-
imate the second orifice 42. In order to prevent a possibly
damaging pressure buildup in the clutch 16, when the
pressure proximate the second orifice 42 meets or ex-
ceeds a threshold operating pressure (Pomax), the pis-
ton 54needs to be moved away from the second position
to allow a release of fluid pressure proximate the second
orifice 42. It is contemplated that the threshold operating
pressure may be measured or calculated in the clutch 16
or outside of the clutch 16 and proximate the second

orifice 42. Once the pressure proximate the second ori-
fice 42 meets or exceeds the threshold operating pres-
sure, one of two things may occur. First, power supplied
to the motor 24 may be reduced to a completely off con-
figuration which will move the piston 54 back to the first
position due to the biasing member 53. This allows the
pressure proximate the second orifice 42 to be reduced
quickly as the piston 54 allows full fluid flow from the
second orifice 42 to the first orifice 40 in the first position.
Alternatively, the motor 24 may reduce power to a lower
operating voltage allowing the piston 54 to move into the
third position. It is contemplated that the reduced power
in this case may be approximately half the full voltage
power, however, various other configurations have been
contemplated without departing from the scope of the
invention. As described above, when the piston 54 is in
the third position the fluid flow between the second orifice
42 and the first orifice 40 is metered or limited. As such,
the pressure proximate the second orifice 42 will slowly
reduce towards 1 bar. Moreover, when the piston 54 is
in the third position, the fluid flow slowly flows between
the second orifice 42 and the first orifice 40 so a desired
operating pressure of the clutch 16 will not be overshot
or undershot which avoids the driver of the vehicle 10
feeling an inconvenience due to an undesirable pressure
in the clutch 16.
[0036] Moreover, in an alternative embodiment, when
the pressure proximate the second orifice 42 meets or
exceeds to threshold operating pressure, the motor 24
may be turned off and the piston 54 may be moved into
and held at the third position using an equilibrium be-
tween the fluid pressure proximate the third orifice 44
and a force of the biasing member 53. In other words,
when the motor 24 is turned off, fluid flows into the third
orifice 44 until a pressure inside the housing 28 proximate
the third orifice 44 reaches an equilibrium with the force
of the spring which holds the piston 54 in the third position.
Again, when the piston 54 is in the third position, the fluid
flow slowly flows between the second orifice 42 and the
first orifice 40 so a desired operating pressure of the
clutch 16 will not be overshot or undershot which avoids
the driver of the vehicle 10 feeling an inconvenience due
to an undesirable pressure in the clutch 16. The force
provided by the biasing member 53 may be any suitable
force to hold the piston 54 in the third position. As such,
one having ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the
k-factor of the biasing member 53 may be adjusted such
that an equilibrium of fluid pressure between the third
orifice 44 and the biasing member 53 may be achieved.
[0037] The invention has been described in an illustra-
tive manner, and it is to be understood that the terminol-
ogy which has been used is intended to be in the nature
of words of description rather than of limitation. Many
modifications and variations of the present invention are
possible in light of the above teachings, and the invention
may be practiced otherwise than as specifically de-
scribed.
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Claims

1. A valve assembly operably coupled to a motor, a
pump, and at least one clutch, said valve assembly
comprising:

a housing defining an interior, with said housing
defining a first orifice operably coupled to the
pump and a second orifice operably coupled to
the at least one clutch;
a piston operably coupled to the motor and dis-
posed within said interior of said housing, with
said piston movable between a first position for
allowing a fluid flow between said first orifice and
said second orifice, a second position for ob-
structing said fluid flow between said first orifice
and said second orifice, and a third position for
limiting said fluid flow between the first orifice
and the second orifice; and
a biasing member coupled to said piston, with
said biasing member biasing said piston toward
said first position.

2. The valve assembly according to claim 1, wherein
said housing includes at least a side wall and an end
wall and further defines a third orifice fluidly coupled
to at least one of said first orifice and said second
orifice.

3. The valve assembly according to one of claims 1 or
2, wherein said third orifice is disposed adjacent to
said second orifice and defined in said side wall.

4. The valve assembly according to one of claims 1, 2,
or 3, wherein said first position said piston is seated
against said end wall of said housing.

5. The valve assembly according to one of claims 1, 2,
3, or 4, wherein said third orifice is sealed when said
piston is in said first position.

6. The valve assembly according to one of claims 1, 2,
3, 4, or 5, wherein said second orifice is sealed when
said piston is in said second position.

7. The valve assembly according to one of claims 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 or 6, wherein said piston includes a first seg-
ment having a rectangular cross section and a sec-
ond segment having a curved end.

8. The valve assembly according to one of claims 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, or 7, wherein in said second position said
housing and said piston establish a ball-to-cone en-
gagement.

9. A method of operating the valve assembly of claim 1.

10. A system for controlling fluid flow to and from at least

one clutch, said system comprising: a motor, a pump
configured to actuate the fluid flow to and from the
at least one clutch, and the valve assembly accord-
ing to claim 1.

11. A method for controlling fluid flow to and from at least
one clutch, said method comprising:

biasing a piston disposed within a housing to-
wards a first position to allow the fluid flow be-
tween a first orifice and a second orifice, the first
orifice and the second orifice being defined in
the housing;
energizing a motor when a pressure proximate
the first orifice is equal to a pressure proximate
the second orifice, wherein the energized motor
moves the piston away from the motor and into
a second position for obstructing the fluid flow
between the first orifice and the second orifice;
and
moving the piston into a third position for limiting
the fluid flow between the first orifice and the
second orifice by reducing power to the ener-
gized motor when the pressure proximate the
second orifice exceeds a predetermined thresh-
old pressure.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein said step
of moving the piston away from the motor and into
the second position further comprises seating the
piston in a ball-to-cone engagement with the hous-
ing.

13. The method according to one of claims 11 or 12,
wherein said step of moving the piston away from
the motor and into the second position further com-
prises sealing the second orifice such that no fluid
flow occurs through the second orifice.

14. The method according to one of claims 11, 12, or
13, wherein said step of moving the piston away from
the motor and into the second position further com-
prises sealing the first orifice such that no fluid flow
occurs through the first orifice.

15. The method according to of one of claims 11, 12, 13,
or 14, wherein a third orifice is defined in the housing,
and wherein said step of moving the piston away
from the motor and into the second position further
comprises unsealing the third orifice such that fluid
flow occurs through the third orifice.
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